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CAN'T JUSTIFY AN IMAGINGSYSTEM? flOWABOUTA CAR?

Vicki L. Berndt
Technical Specialist

Pacific Northwest Labor_tory
Richland, Washington

Picture this-your file room contains anywhere from 5 to over ]r)Ofive-

drawer file cabinets. Your file clerks have trouble keeping up with Filing,
i'

much less retrieving records. You may have both paper and microfiche. During

your busiest times, people _on't always remember to put an "Out" card in the

File cabi_qetto take the place of a document when it is removed from the

Files. Sometimesyou find documents in the Files that should not be there,

and sometimesyou Find the File folders themselvesmisfiled. In the case of

microfichejackets, you may even find informationin the wrong jackets. What

you're,looking at here is gross inefficiencyand a real chance to not Find a

record you are looking for. In some situationsthat can mean the loss of

dollars. In the case of litigation,it could mean losing the case and the

dollars.

Except for losing a litigationcase, most of what I've described is

"omethingI've experiencedpersonally. If this sounds at all like the office

where you work, it is time to re-evaluateand upgrade your records program.

You may need to consider incorporatingan electronic imagingor a computer-

assisted retrieval (CAR) system.

Today I'll walk you through the evaluation process, identifyingareas of

concern and opportunity in consideringthe two main automatedalternatives,
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and explain why a micrographic CAR system might best serve your immediate

needs. This will include'

• examining yoLIrcurrent systems

. identifying problems associated with paper and microfiche

• describing primary advantages oF both electronic imaging and

micrographic CAR

• providing reasons for choosing eitlleran electronic imaging system or a

micrographic CAR system

• Disadvantages to a micrographic CAP,system

• Concerns about electronic imaging

• Presenting ways to make a micrographic CAR system work For you

• DeFining the rewards oF a micrographic CAR system.

EXAMINE YOUR CURRENI SYSTEM
TJ

IF it hasn't already been done, conduct an inventory of all of your

records, including those on computers. You need to be aware oF your volume

.Ind record type to make good decisions about your needs. This inventory

should include'

• N_mber of file cabinets and/or drawers

• Number of records on she_ves, ADP hanging binders, etc.

• Number of drawers of microfiche

• Computer records

• Records location (are they all in one room/building, or are they

scattered about?)
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Don't forget that some records in the computer are considered "records." Are

these all "official" records? Do they all have the same retention schedule?

Are your retention schedules documented; are they reviewed annually; and are

records disposed of when they should be? How often do you access the records?

Are some used every day, and have some been sitting in the cabinets for years

and never been accessed? Are all of your records located in the same general

area, or are some stored elsewhere? If you were to experience a surprise

audit, would you know where to look for _all you would be asked for? When I

first did an inventory of our records, ! was surprised at how many different

media we had our records on. The inventory has also been a big help to us,

because even though all the records or, our CAR system can be identified via

the computer, there are still records in other forms that are not indexed into

tlle CAR system. The list tells us which microfiche, hard-copy, or other

records are still in our system of records.

Determine how often ynu access the records and what your retention

schedules are. You also need to be awa_e of your company's rules and/or

regulations on what constitutes the record copy. Do you need to keep the

original For the record copy, or will microfilm work as weil?

Some records are obviously t_ore important than others and need to be

kept longer and more secure. You may have working files which are used most

frequently, and official records, which are accessed less frequently but which

you are required to keep. !low important are the records _ou are responsible

for? lhe objective here is that if the records are deemed important, that

jlistifies storing them on a more durable media and system, such as either

micrographics or electronic imaging. II you keep records that have regulated

directives or guidelines as to how they should be maintained (such as



government or contractual records),it can be very important. If you are

keepingrecords such as insuranceclaims and policies,hospital or medical

records, real estate or land transactior_s,law enforcement,and the list could

go on and on, you can see how importantrecords can be. Finding the records

when you need them can be extremelyimportant. Purchaseorders for

miscellaneoussupplies may not be as importantto keep and retrieve over a

long period.

DEFICIENCIESOF PAPER AND MICROFICHE RECORDS

One of the primdry deficienciesof paper and microfiche records is that

they leave so much room for error. When more than one person is responsible

For a filing system, there is an increasedprobabilitythat a record will be

put back in the wrong place or taken out of a file and lost with papers on a

desk. Using color-coded files helps diminish tilenumber of misfiled records,

but there is still the pi'oblemof having a record lost or misplaced when it is

removed From the File.

The same thing can apply to microfiche and microfiche jackets. For

those of you unfamili.:rwith the term "microfiche,"it refers to data

downloaded directly from a computer to the microfichemedium, lhe data on the

microfiche cannot be updated or changed on the individualfiche. This is

commonly referred to as Computer Output Microform, or COM, and it can be

either microfiche or roll Film. Tileterm "microfichejacket" is the

transparentcelluloid jacket into which cut microfilm images are inserted;

they are tlpdatableover a period of time, and can allow room for L_rrorif the

incorrectimage is inserted into the wrong jacket, lhey also carlbe inserted
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upside-down and/or backwards to other images previously inserted, making

accurate retrieval difficult.

Other deficiencies of paper records are that they can be difficult to

access quickly, especially if they are misfiled or out of the file, and they

increase in volume. If your records have a low access rate and short

retention schedule, you probably can adequately maintain paper files and keep

tlp with the volume. However, if you must keep the records 10 years or longer

or permanently, their volume may present an overwhelming storage problem.

Clearly, paper and microfiche record-keeping systems can be improved upon.

AUTOMATEDRECORD-KEEPING SYSTEMS

Today, most of us are hearing more and more words like "electronic

imaging," "laser optical disk," "document imaging systems," and"electronic

image distribution", and others. Essentially, imaging is the ability to

capture, store, retrieve, display, process, distribute, and manage information

not already in digital form (as stated in the proceedings of the Association

for Image and Information Management). For the sake of this presentation I

will refer to these new systems as "electronic imaging."

In addition to electronic imaging systems, which are the latest

.ecl_nology for managing information and records, micrographic CAR systems are

_vailable for keeping and retrieving records more accurately and efficiently.

_(_th systems have advantages. Micrographics is the capture and reduction of

a image or data onto a microform, such as a ]6-mm roll of microfilm, a

microfiche, or aperture cards. Whendiscussing micrographic C#,Rsystems, I

wi 1 l)e referring to the automated storage and retrieval of ]6 mmmicrofilm in

eit!her enclosed cartridges or ANSI (American l]ational Standards Institute)

' M M ' "III
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cartridges, using a computer and reader/printer equipment for indexing and

retrieving records. As you can see from this picture, we use a PC and a

reader-printer, and have cabinets for storage oF microfilm. Both systems--the

electronic imaging systems and the micrographic CAR systems--offer protection

against misfiles and lost files. They also greatly increase the speed with

which records are indexed and retrieved and enstlre greater accuracy in the

retrieval process. For example, once properly indexed, you can be sure you

retrieve all of the records for a subject and not miss something that was

filed somewhere else. The computer tells you exactly on which optical disk or

reel of microfilm the information is located and, in the case of microfilm,

its specific location on the particular film--no thumbing through folders of

paper and wondering if something is missing. The use of microfilm or

electronic imaging can also greatly reduce storage costs-whether the records

are stored in file cabinets, on magnetic tapes, or as on-line computer data.

Further, computer records can be downloaded to COMto reduce the computer

storage costs, and COMcan be automatically indexed for subsequent access.

Depending on whether you have a juke box for automatic retrieval or have to

manually pick the reels out of a cabinet, it takes less than a minute to load

each reel of film and have it go directly to the frame you need. If you need

a copy of the image, just push a button and a copy is printed out.

Another thing to remember is that in some cases there is a definite need

for micrographics records as well as electronic imaging system of records.

Electronic imaging may have been approved for your company's day-to-day

activities, but the record copy may not be approved in the electronic imaging

form. In this case, the paper or the microfilm may be the only approved

record copy. lt is not always a case of one or the other.
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CHOOSINGAN AUTOMATEDSYSTEM

Choosing between an electronic imaging system and a micrographic CAR

system will depend largely on the volume of records in your program, the

required frequency of access to the records, and, perhaps most significant,

the cost of the proposed system. For a large volume of records (more than a

few hundred sets of data/files) that are frequently accessed, an electronic

imaging system should be considered because of the time saved in accurate and

rapid retrieval of records. If a similarly large volume of records needs to

be kept but there is only a low-to-moderate frequency of access, a

micrographic CAR system will probably suffi,:e and be more cost effective

because the associated equipment costs are less.

The cost of an electronic imaging system may be prohibiti'<,e, lt will

depend on whether you are purchasing pieces separately to go with wi_at you

already have or purc!_asing a turn-key system (a complete system purchased from

one vendor who is responsible for the system). If someone on your staff is

knowledgeable enough to know what to buy piece-meal and keep everything

operating and in good repair, then you can get a fairly economical electronic

imaging system (in some cases for less than $20K). In this situation, the

scanner may be purchased from one vendor, the disk drive from another vendor,

the personal computer and monitor from yet another vendor, and so on.

IIowever, many of us don't have such a staff expert; and even if we did, the

individual could not be dedicated to responding to system-.related questions

and problems as they arise.

l he cost of a turn-key system can really escalate--starting at about

$4OK and increasing with each additional feature you need. lt is not at all

uncommon for a fairly basic electronic imagii_g system with all the features

7
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you need to cost $]OOK or more. These costs vary so much because of each

unique situation. Operations can range from a small, desk-top operation to

large volume operations that handle quantities of documents. They may be

single work station operations, or multiple-user operations. They also can

vary in cost dependiing if they are a stand-alone system, or if they interface

with a mainframe computer.

By comparison, the cost of a micrographic CAR system will range from

$]OK to $25K, for the equipment to read and retrieve the microfilm. The CAR

system cost will vary depending on whether you have to purchase camera and

microfilming equipment or whether you will send the paper records to an

outside service bureau For microfilming. If you have the space, staff, and

budget for it, it may prove economical over many years to purchase your own

equipment. There are so many variations and needs, that it is difficult to

give an example that covers everyone, but a basic m_crofilm operation,

including camera, duplicator, and developing/processing equipment can cost

$80K to $200K, in addition to incidentals, control and disposal of hazardous

waste, and salaries for the staff to operate the system. The costs vary here,

also, because it will depend o,, whether you need one or more microfilm reader-

printers; whether or perform the microfilming services within your

organization or use a service bureau; and the quantity of the documents. Th_

more documents you have to handle and microfilm, the more it will cost.

For most of us, however, this is not economical. The most basic reader-

printer can cost as low as $]OK (or less), depending on what features you

need. if you add multiple blip counting and retrieval, negative and positive

capabilities, automatic search capability, etc., the cost of reader-printers

can also rise, but can still be less than $25K. For the microfilm services



provided to me, the cost to film the paper, have silver film developed, and

put in a cartridge depends on the length of the roll, but averages $]25 per

100-foot reel; the cost for diazo Film duplicates averages $]O/reel. However,

in talking with a commercial vendor, I was told much depends on the specific

jot), but in trying to come up with some generic numbers, it costs

approximately $50 per ]O0-foot reel for silver, and <$]0 per reel for diazo.

In most cases for commercial vendors, the larger tile volume of work, the costs

decrease.

Since I started working on this presentation last year, I have become

aware of even newer reader-printers that allow the same functions of reading

and printing from microfilm, but also can scan microfilm and transfer the

image to lase_ optical disk, FAX machines, or laser printers. This new

technology will be a real boon to those who have many reels of microfilm

already indexed_ ,'llen you are ready to move to electronic imaging systems, it

will make the conversion cf microfilm much easier and significantly less

expensive than it has been.

CONSIDER PROVEN TECHNOLOGYAS AN INTERIMOR LONG-TERM STEP

Although you have undoubtedly heard many of the new electronic imaging

buzz words and have attended shows featuring the various systems, you may have

limited theoretical or practical knuwledge of the new technologies. When you

see the associated "dollar signs" and s_art hearing about all of the options,

you can become quite overwhelmed.

I have spent a good part of the last two years researching electronic

imaging systems. I've read the literature; talked to vendors; attended

seminars, conferences, and trade shows; written a feasibility study, a

9
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requirements document; and worked on specifications and a purchase

requisition. I still find it overwhelming to bring so much information and so

many options down to the level of my work situation. But while all of this

has been going on, we have had an operating micrographic CAR system handling

our records.

lt may be prudent to proceed slowly, using technology that has been

proven, rather than to immediately buy a very expensive system whose

specifications haven't been well defined and which, once implemented, fails to

perform as required. Once this happens, it can be very difficult to get

additional funds approved to try again in the future. Micrographics is a

proven technology that has served many oil us weil. lt can provide a very

workable interim environment while records groups are "getting their ducks in

a row" in the new electronic imaging environment.

Part of the proven micrographics technology is its microfilm, which has

been used for 40 years and has a good track record. Some of the original filnl

is still being used where I work. Although the microfilm is difficult to read

at times, it is still usable and it is still the "best copy available." Some

of the reasons it is difficult to read now is that 40 years ago the technology

or Film quality we have today did not exist, nor did the record-keeping staff

realize how the records would still be in use 40 years later. Not as much

care was given to thinking of users down tile line. Today, we take great pains

to make our microfilm copies as good as possible. Ill the future, the

capability to copy rolls of microfilm to an imaging medium will be used

widely; and in time the cost to do this will become more reasonable. In the

meantime, microfilm is accepted in most courts of law and has proven

credibility. In some cases, businesses using electronic imaging still back up

10
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their records on microfilm (especially for long-term storage), because records

managers and many of their supervisors feel more comfortable using the tried

and true methods known to be reliable. In some instances, the micrographic

CAR system serves its purpose very weil, and continues to be used, while

electronic imaging is used for other purposes.

DISADVANTAGESTO MICROGRAPHICCAR SYSTEMS

Although a micrographic CAR system has many advantages, it also has some

problems. While the capture of images on microfilm does lessen the chance for

lost or misfiled records, if the proper blips have not been placed on the

film, or if the equipment that reads the microfilm is not working properly,

accurate retrieval of your records may be hindered. The reader-printers, as

very sensitive machines, may cause other problems. Your microfilm needs to be

as clean as possible for the sensors to accurately count the blips. Dirty

film (and the film attracts dirt) can cause the sensors to "think" it is

reading a magnified blip when it is actually trying to read a magnified piece

of dust. lt is possible, however, to scan the film forwards and backwards to

look for the record. Also, the sensors can become out of adjustment,

requiring a service call for the equipment.

Your indexing needs to be as complete as possible. If you index and

retrieve on key identifiers, it makes retrieval more accurate. If yotl index

and retrieve on a limited number of keywords, or authors, titles, etc., it is

not always possible for the person requesting the document to remember the

exact way the records was indexed.

Ali in all, these disadvantages are minimal and correctable.



New lechnoloctYConcerns

lwo other concerns arise when consideringnew electronic imaging

applications. ]) although standardsare evolving, there are currentlyno

regulatory standards For electronic imagingthat establishbaseline

performancecriteria, and 2) the credibilityof electronic imaging records in

courts of law has not yet been established. Even though experts like Donald

SkLlpskyassure us that the electronic image record is admissible in court, in

some cases the parties involvedare not as confident,about this. At tilis

point in time, your own company, or your own company lawyers,may not be ready

to considerthe electronic image as _he record copy. Fast changing

technologiescause concern For the ability to transfer the records to the next

technology.

MAKING A MICROGRAPHICCAR SYSTEM WORK FOR YOU

Selecting a micrographicCAR system for implementation(prior to

acquisitionof a well-developedimagingsystem)may be the best interim

alternative. So, based on all these criteria, let's say you have decided to

implementa micrographicCAR system. Several steps need to be taken up front

to ensure the successfuldevelopmentand subsequent implementationof a fully

operationalCAR system that will best serve your record-keepingneeds.

]. Assess Your Current Szstem--Determineif you are going to start "From

this day forward" or will you be convertin_ja backlog of material, llave

a clear understandingof your objectives. Decide who will be affected

by the change in procedure/operation,and involvethose people in your

plans. You want the change to be successful.

12



2. Retention Schedules--Who decides how long you have to keep the paper or

computer record. Do you need to comply with government regulations,

your own company's policies, or can you made the decision? In my case,

one set of records has a retention schedule of 75 years (government

regulation), but the microfilm record is the record copy. Once it is

filmed and indexed, the original paper is destroyed. Another set of

records has a permanent retention (also government regulation) and we

have orders not to destroy the originals. Therefore, the originals of

these records go to long-term storage and the microfilm becomes the

working record. We still have two silver films and one diazo film, and

UrSethe latter for our everyday needs.

3. Indexing Criteria--Decide on the indexing criteria. How do you want to

retrieve the re,.erds? Computer programmers program your screens to

allow the entry of the indexing crite-ia. In my case, we retrieve by

name and/or payroll number for one set of records. With COMwe have the

programmer index the records automatically to the identifiers we have

selected. In another set of records, we retrieve records by author,

three keywords, date or range of dates, or document number. Do you want

to retrieve every document, or sets of documents? You will need to

determine if you need single-level or multi-level blip encoding. This

can be determined by your need to break your indexing down to different

levels, for example, indexing a book, and then the chapters in the book.

Or is it satisfactory just to index the book, with the one blip, and

then print out or scan the pages of the book.

]3
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"Blip encoding" refers to the use of blip codes or marks, placed on

upper or lower edges of the film by the camera to help in the indexing

and retrieving of the images. 'The blips are usually placed under the

document, or tile first page of a document. In some applications, it may

be necessary to have the same level of blip on all documents. In

others, multi-level blips make tile system more efficient, such as in the

example I gave about a book and chapters.

In the records ! work with, we currently blip only the first document in

a set of d_cuments, and we scan the film looking for particular

documents. This makes the indexing go much faster because we are only

indexing a set of documents, and not every one. If you want every

document indexed, the time must be taken to enter the appropriate

information on each document. However, when we get ready to transfer

the microfilm and index to electronic imaging, this will hinder us

because we want to index every document in the future. In order to

eventually convert our microfilm images and the accompanying index to

electronic imaging, the index as it now exists must be transferred to

the electronic imaging system. This index shows where sets of records

are for individuals. In our electronic imaging system, we plan to index

everz document for retrieval of specific documents, lt is not

economically feasible to have someone sitting down and entering the data

on over 4,000,000 documents. Therefore, when we implement an electronic

imaging system and subsequently convert our existing microfilm system,

we will have records indexed in two different ways. That is why it is

necessary to plan ahead.

14



4. Who Will Do the Microfilminq?--Determinewhere the microfilmingwill be

done. Do you have in-house services or do you need to send your paper

ofFsite for filming? If you have a service bureau do it, you will need

to negotiateyour terms ahead of time and be sure oF Format,film type,

blip criteria,quantity, etc. For some types of records,

confidentialityis very important. Be very specific.

Having the microfilmingdone by a service bureau or someoneoutside of

your group will eliminatethe need to

. buy expensive eqLiipment;

• have the proper facilitiesfor wet processing/developing;

• deal with hazardouschemical disposal problems;

• train staff to film and develop.

If you work for a governmentorganization,use of a service bureau will

also eliminate the need to meet the National Instituteof Standards and

Technology (NIST) criteria.

5. P__re_eparingthe Documents for Microfilminq--Determinehow the documents

need to be prepared for microfilming. First of all, let me say that iF

at all possible, Film the originalsoF paper. You will get a much

better image. If you cannot use the original,be sure to use the best

copy you can and consider its reproducibility. Preparing the paper

records usually entails removingstaples, repairingdamaged pages,

putting the documents in a particularorder (if required),marking two-

sided documents if both sides are to be Filmed,etc. If the only copy

you have of some record is of a very poor quality (one that will not

]5
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microfilm weil) stamp it for future reference. We use a "BEST COPY

AVAILABLE" stamp. If, in the future, we need to take this document to

court, at least it is known that this is the best copy available. Doing

this part of the job right means the finished product will be closer to

exactly what you want. In the case of COM, tile computer data have to be

formatted prior to downloading the data to film.

6. Accountability___Plan--Develop an accountability plan. You need some

mechanism to let you know where your records are, especially if they are

to be sent somewhere else. What if someone needs a record that is not

in your shop because it is being microfilmed-do you have a way of

knowing that? We are fortunate that the group that does our

microfilming, while being part of a separate company, is located in the

same building, lhis greatly facilitates the transportation of our boxes

of paper and film. lhis wasn't always tle case though. Sometimes it

would take three weeks to get our paper back with the microfilm. As a

result of that type of experience, we instituted an accountability

system.

To account for our records, we label the boxes of paper records. Each

label includes an internally assigned box number and a description of

the box contents. To track each box and subsequent microfilms, we enter

into the database tile data from the lahel and the date the box goes to

Microfilming. When the paper and tile film come back From I.licrofilming,

tile computerized record is updated to include tile reel numbers and other

pertinent information and to record wherl we take the microfilm reels to

16
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tile storage Facility. We have a screen used exclusively For tracking

our records, From when they are sent to microfilmto when the record

copies (microfilm)are sent to the RecordslloldingArea.

7. Film !_y_p_e--Determinewhat kind of film you need and what reduction

ratio. You need to know up front whether you want silver or diazo film,

or both. Silver film is used For the archivalrecord copy and is the

preferred film for use in litigationbecause it is the first generation

Film and thereforehas not been subjectedto possible alterationby the

duplicating process. Silver Film scratcheseasily and should be handled

very little and with great care. lt should not be stored in the same

cabinets as the diazo film because the outgassingof the diazo film can

attack the silver Film. The diazo Film is excellent for day-to-day use;

it is hardier and does not scratch as easily. Where I work, we obtain

two silver film reels (which are filmed simultaneously) and one diazo

film reel for each box filmed. The silver master reel goes into long-

term storage and becomes the record copy; the second silver film reel is

is used to make the diazo duplicate reel; this second silver reel is

stored in a vault in the Microfilming facility. The diazo film reel is

used for day-to-day records work in our records.

Decisions will also need to be made as to the reduction ratio of

the microfilm. A 40:1 reduction ratio will allow for automatic Front

and back filming in the same amount of microfilm space as a 24:1 ratio

allows For one page. A distinct advantage of the 40:1 ratio is that in

a court of law there is no question about what was filmed, or what was

on the back of a page that may not have been filmed, For the 24:1

]7
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;_eduction ratio, which is what we have been using in our operation, if

you want the back side of a page copied, you must indicate in some way

so the camera operator knows. Or, if you automatically want all back

sides of pages copied, the camera operator must be sure to turn the page

over and film it. You will also want to be sure your reader-printer is

compatible with the reduction ratio yotJ choose.

8. _(_ua_]ityControl--Don'tForget quality control. If you are filmingthe

records in your own shop, you will have to adhere to certain regulations
s

and standardsestablishedby your company and possibly by NIST. If an

outside organizationis doing your filming,you still want to check your

film. The people who work with microfilm every day develop a very sharp

eye where film quality is concerned. The clerks in my group can tell if

a reel is not up to par--it can look great to me, but they know if it is

" " " " " talk to whoeveror isn't. If the film is "milky, cloudy, or fuzzy,

filmed it and request a better copy. When you have to look aL these

imagesevery day, you want the best you can get.

When a reel comes back From Microfilming, it is our policy to load it

into a reader-printer and check the beginning and ending documents, as a

minimum, to see if the label correctly identifies the contents. This

checking step will also tell you whether or not the Film is wound

properly on the spool. Believe it or not, once in a while we find a

reel wound backwards.

]8



While the film is being indexed, the quality of the film can be further

verified (by visual inspection). Also, if the camera operator filmed

some papers out of order, or if a document is not readable, there is

still time to refilm the box before its hard-copy records are destroyed.

9. Indexing the Microfilm--We talked earlier about indexing criteria; now

we're talking about actually doing the indexing (if it wasn't already

programmed into a computer tape). There are no hard and Fast rules

about when to index. Somecompanies prefer to index BEFOREfilming and

then check the contents of the film against the previously established

index, They usually do this by printing out a list of the contents of

the box (naturally someone has to enter the data to make this list).

lhe records are listed in sequential order, so the film should show the

images in sequential order with the corresponding frame numbers, lhe

reel number is added to the list and to the computer when the Film is

received.

Somegroups prefer to index AFIER the film is received. This is

how we do it where I work. The clerk loads the microfilm and has a

corresponding indexing screen on her computer screen. As each frame

advances, she enters the appropriate dala into the computer.

lt will not be necessary in every company's applications, but in

our work wo require verification prior to completing the indexing

process. Because of the nature of our records (personnel), and the

potential need to use these records in court, it is extremely important

that we retrieve all records for Bn individual. If the indexing process
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is not verified,we cannot be sure of this. Therefore, for my

applicationit is necessary to communicatewith the mainframe computer.

For COM reels, the index can be programmed so that it is

automatical]ydone aL the time of Filming.

]0. Dispositionof ilard-copy.Records--Verifythe dispositionpolicy for your

hard-copy records. What do you do with the paper records after you've

microfilmed them? A lot depends on the rules and regulationsof your

company. If it is agreed that the microfilm is tilerecord copy and the

hard-copy records can be destroyed, then document that in your

procedures. At my company, we documentwhen we destroy the reco;_dsand

identify which reels of microfilmcontain the records. If you do not

have permission to destroy the records (and if you operate under the

National Archives and Records Administrationrules you cannot destroy

certain types of permanentlyretained records), then you must retain the

hard-copy records, but use tilemicrofilmas backup and For daily access.

11. Storaqe of Archival Reels--Determinehow to store the Archival (record

copy) microfilm. Now that you have your archival record, what are you

going to do with it? If it is your only record copy and it is a silver

Film, don't use it for retrievalbecause tilesilver Film is easily

scratched, lt is usually a good idea For backup purposes to have a

minimum of two copies of tilefilm (they can be filmed simultaneously),

stored in different locations. Archivalmicrofilm should ideallybe

stored in temperature-and humidity-controlledstorage facilities.

Copies of Film to be used on a daily basis can be stored in normal
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office environmentsthat are air conditioned. Once again, do not store

silver and diazo in tilesame drawers or boxes, because the diazo

produces offgases that damage the silver film.

]2. Written Procedures--This is perhaps the most important thing you will do

as part of your implementation (and this applies to the electronic

imaging systems also). Written documentation of how you operate on a

routine basis is your best defense of the records. If it is your

company's policy to destroy records after X years, and you follow this

policy, you cannot be held accountable for records destroyed after that

time frame• However, if it is your company's policy to destroy records

after X years, and you do not destroy the records within that time

frame, the recordscould be used to your disadvantage. If it is your

company's policy that tilemicrofilm is the record copy, and you destroy

tilehard-copies after verificationand indexing,then microfilm is your

"best available copy" and can be used in court.

The importanttilingis to have detailed and accurate procedures,

and then to follow them. IF the course of b[Jsinesschanges and your

procedureschange, be sure to document tilechange, lt is also a good

idea to date your proceduresand to reflectwhen revisions supersedethe

older version.

CAR SYSTEM BENEFIIS

lhere are many rewards associatedwith using a CAR system-especiallyin

preferenceto a paper Filing system. You have better manageability and

control over the records. The computer enables you to perform the record-
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keeping functions more efficiently. Tile retrieval of records is Faster and

more accurate. Tilemicrofilmmedium is an accepted medium for records and

reducesyour required storage space. Another plus, is that if and when the

time comes to convert your records to electronic imaging,you already have

your index in place. Dependingon the electronic_imagingsystem you buy, some

will allow you to simply scan tilerecords into the other medium and convert

the index to tilenew system. New technologywill convertmicrofilm images to

electronic images, so you won't lose anything by having records on microfilm.

In Fact, some companies that are edging their way into electronic imaging, are

still ,licruFilmingtheir p_aperas a backup to tileelectronic imacLe.Once

again, tried and true methods provide a reliable alternativeto newer

technologies--anda certain level of comfort.

In closing, as stated in tileJuly/August 1991 INFORMmagazine (issuedby

I,he Associationof Informationand Image Management),"It is Finally perfectly

clear that micrographics,though it may lose some business to electronic

imaging,will indeed endure...."
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